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A flood of questions: As southern BC
reels from epic flood, former provincial
flood official says independent expert
needs to investigate
(https://www.policynote.ca/flood-of-
questions/)

By Ben Parfitt (https://www.policynote.ca/author/benparfitt/)

(https://www.policynote.ca/flood-of-questions/)

Work at British Columbiaʼs River Forecast Centre is a little like trench warfare, long stretches of waiting
followed by heart-racing action. 

As a fresh recruit at the forecast centre, Allan Chapmanʼs first big action occurred only months into the
job. In October 2003, an atmospheric river or “pineapple express” slammed into the southwest coast
hitting the Sea-to-Sky corridor, Whistler and Pemberton with ferocity. 

Nearly 20 years later, his voice still catches when recalling what unfolded. Twelve hundred people were
evacuated (https://archive.macleans.ca/article/2003/11/3/insects-fires-floods). Roads were washed out.
Hundreds of homes were inundated with water. Four people were killed as their vehicles were swept o�
the road. And then, several weeks later, a gruesome find added to the death toll when another car was
pulled from the once-raging waters of Rutherford Creek and a fi�h body was recovered. 

“I still get emotional thinking about it,” the retired hydrologist says. 

Chapman believed that the River Forecast Centre (RFC) was inadequately organized to deal with rapidly
developing rain-caused floods and he quickly instituted changes when he was named to head the centre
the following year. Between 2004 and 2010 when he ran RFC operations, he issued many warnings for
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most regions of BC that flooding might occur. They included warnings for Vancouver Island, the South
Coast and Fraser Valley, the Thompson and Skeena rivers, the community of Grand Forks and elsewhere. 

More than once, he would be commended for his proactive approach to public health and safety by then
environment minister, Barry Penner. 

Among Chapmanʼs lasting accomplishments was to introduce a new three-stage warning system. Prior to
that, the RFC was focused almost entirely on the Fraser and Thompson rivers. There was no hierarchy of
warnings. Now, a system of warnings applied across the province. 

The warning system remains to this day and consists of “high streamflow advisories,” “flood watches”
and “flood warnings.” And Chapman readily discloses that it was not a new idea and was essentially
“stolen from the Americans.” 

The first advisory is e�ectively a warning to look out for what may be ahead—and may be likened to
encountering a deer crossing sign on the highway. The latter is as serious as it gets. The flooding has
begun. Get to high ground. 

The newly implemented system of stepped-up warnings was designed to make the RFCʼs work “more
systematic and professional” Chapman says, to provide timely warnings to provincial emergency o�icials
so that tragedies like those in Pemberton in 2003 might be avoided or blunted. 

Wake-up call 

The events near Pemberton pale to what has unfolded in southern British Columbia in recent weeks. At
least four people were killed, multiple stretches of critical highways were blown out
(https://globalnews.ca/news/8381003/bc-flooding-new-photos-coquihalla-highway-damage/) or buried
under landslides, sewage and water treatment plants were overrun and shut down, rail lines were cut,
houses were swept away or flooded, entire towns evacuated, farming operations heavily damaged
(https://www.timescolonist.com/bc-news/new-satellite-imagery-shows-sumas-prairie-flood-before-and-
a�er-4795007) with tens of thousands of chickens and hundreds of dairy cows killed, community natural
gas supplies severed, and dykes breached and blown open at key places. But in its day, what happened
near Pemberton was a big deal and le� an indelible impression on Chapman. 

From the time he became head of the RFC, Chapman said it was his goal to see that no one died in a flood
on his watch. He made it clear that if he saw trouble ahead he wouldnʼt hesitate to issue the highest level
warnings. And he had the full backing of the government department that would kick into gear
immediately should such a warning be issued—the then Provincial Emergency Program, now Emergency
Management BC (EMBC). 

At the time, the programʼs director and manager were respectively Cam Filmer and Jim White. Both made
it clear to Chapman that they expected to be woken in the middle of the night if there was a problem. Not
calling them, Chapman understood, would be a mistake. 

“If I was in charge of giving out Nobel prizes for BC public service, those two would get it. They absolutely
knew what they needed to do. They knew what the role of PEP was and they were absolutely committed
to fulfilling that role at the highest level,” Chapman recalls. 

Preventing avoidable injury or death and limiting damage to property and critical public infrastructure is
supposed to be the raison dʼêtre of both the forecast centre and Emergency Management BC. This leaves
Chapman troubled by what happened—or more to the point didnʼt—at those critical front-line agencies
as the rains began to fall with fury on November 13, setting the stage for the unprecedented wave of
destruction that descended on BC. 

Nearly 20 years later, his voice still catches when recalling what unfolded.
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“There was ample rain forecast information available by Thursday, November 11 that should have
triggered the first flood warning that day for the south coast and for the Coldwater, Tulameen and
Similkameen rivers,” Chapman says, emphasizing the words that day. 

“Why did the first advisory from the RFC not happen until noon Saturday? And even then, why was it a
very general and lacklustre high streamflow advisory? The warning should have been a flood watch,”
Chapman says. “Also, being a Saturday, you have to ask what happened with this information? Did the
RFC contact EMBC (Emergency Management BC) directly by phone to relay the information and urgency?
Was EMBC already engaged and active? Did EMBC become active with the RFC advisory?” 

A “quite extraordinary” amount of water 

Such questions take on added weight when one considers the information that was available to RFC sta�
in the critical days leading up to the torrential rains. On any given day, the forecast centreʼs five sta� have
a great deal of data at their fingertips. That information includes the GEMS weather forecast model used
by Environment Canada as well as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrationʼs MM5-NAM and
GFS-WRF models. All three models provide detailed projections for 84-hour (three-and-a-half-day)
intervals, and all are generally reliable down to a 12-square-kilometre scale and are constantly updated. 

Copious and highly precise hydrometric data for British Columbia and Washington State are also
available to the RFC through an extensive network of stream gauges that measure water flows in key
rivers and tributaries, measurements that are available to public servants at the click of a mouse. 

Chapman says his review of the American weather and flood forecast information that was available to
RFC sta� on November 11 clearly indicated that a major storm was coming. Rain would begin falling
Friday, November 10 and carry into Saturday. Then, sometime around 9 p.m. Saturday, “the firehose”
would open. 

The forecasts showed that by midnight Saturday the rain in the eastern Fraser Valley and east of the Coast
Mountains would be falling steadily at a rate of 5 mm per hour and that seven hours later on Sunday
morning it would be pounding down at rates more than two-and-a-half times that. This was clearly not
good news for the eastern Fraser Valley and for the communities of Princeton and Merritt. 

The forecasts available on Thursday November 11 predicted that from early Sunday through to 4 a.m.
Monday there would “consistently” be between five and 12 mm of rainfall every hour. That meant that
somewhere around 180 mm of rain would fall on Sunday. Chapman understood that this was record or
near-record 24-hour rainfall and used two words to describe what should have been apparent to anyone
at the RFC. A “quite extraordinary” event lay ahead. 

Warnings, missed and late 

In Chapmanʼs opinion as a long-time professional hydrologist “there was ample rain forecast information
available Thursday that should have triggered the first flood warnings” from the RFC for the south coast
and the Coldwater, Tulameen and Similkameen river systems. The RFCʼs mandate, Chapman emphasized,
is to forecast. Backcasting may be an interesting abstract academic exercise. Itʼs of no use to people 
whose homes, livelihoods or, for that matter, lives may be at stake.

If the RFC believed that flooding was likely, it had a duty to say so. 

Instead, the RFCʼs first and mildest advisory came only at noon on Saturday (November 13). Not only was
that advisory too late given what the forecasts were showing, Chapman said, but it was insu�icient given
the gravity of the situation. It would take more than a full day a�er that for the first second-level “flood
watch” warning to be issued. But by then, Chapman said, it was too late. 

Chapman has concerns about a slew of RFC advisories issued from that point on. 

At 5:30 p.m. on Sunday, November 14, the RFC issued flood advisories for the Tulameen River by the
community of Princeton and the Coldwater River near Merritt. Chapman said the warning came “very,
very late” considering that both rivers “were already well above flood stage,” exceeding 20-year and 50-
year highs. “These are very big floods already at this time,” Chapman says. “Why was there such a delay in
understanding what was going on with these rivers? What happened with this information? Was EMBC
alerted directly, and were the a�ected communities alerted?” 



Similarly, the first flood warning mentioning the Coquihalla highway was at 6 p.m. Sunday. That warning,
too, was “very, very late,” Chapman said. By then, the available hydrometric data showed the Coquihalla
river exceeding the 10-year return period and rising rapidly. “Again,” Chapman asks, “what happened with
this information?” 

The first flood warning for the Simalkameen river came at 5 a.m. on Monday, November 15. “This is far, far
too late,” Chapman says, noting that the river was by then exceeding one in 50-year returns and
continuing to rise. 

And then, six-and-a-half hours later a flood warning came for the Nicola, a high consequence river near
Merritt. “Again, this is far too late to be helpful to the communities a�ected,” Chapman said, noting that
the Nicola at that point was at a 50-year high and rising. “Three hours before this, as we know, the Merritt
sewage plant was inundated (https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/merritt-wastewater-
system-failure-dont-flush-1.6249377). And 90 minutes before this advisory Merritt was evacuated.” 

Neither exceptional or alarming? 

Very little has been said publicly by either provincial emergency management or river forecast sta� about
their actions in the days leading up to the floods. 

On Saturday, November 20, the Globe and Mail published a detailed account
(https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-how-bcs-string-of-natural-disasters-are-connected/)
of the devastation unleashed by the floods. The account notes that when the RFC “looked at its modelling
for the days before the historic rain, the mere fact that an atmospheric river was on the way wasnʼt
considered exceptional or alarming.” 

The newspaper then quoted from an email sent by Aimée Harper, a senior public a�airs o�icer for
Environmental Management BC. In the email, Harper said that no information before EMBC led it to
believe that anything out of the ordinary was in the works. 

“Leading up to the weekend of Nov. 13-14, 2021, there was no indication that this event was significantly
di�erent than the other heavy rainstorm/atmospheric river events that happened this fall season.” 

Harper went on to write that “atmospheric rainfall events have a high degree of uncertainty and
complexity, making accurate long-term forecasting di�icult.” But Chapman notes that “the weather
forecasts available on November 11 clearly showed the very heavy and sustained rainfall across the south
coast and pushing over the Coast Mountains into the south interior beginning Saturday and lasting until
Monday. The weather forecasts didnʼt change on Friday November 12—they were locked in and they
proved to be accurate.”

The Globe and Mailʼs account then noted that on November 13, Environment and Climate Change Canada
issued a specific warning about the incoming atmospheric river. “A significant atmospheric river event
will bring copious amounts of rain and near-record temperatures to the B.C. south coast beginning late
this a�ernoon,” the warning said. The warning came a�er several forecasts in previous days had told of
incoming rain. 

Despite this warning, the RFCʼs models apparently showed that river levels would be only in the range of
one-in-five-year events. In other words, nothing of consequence. 

The account leaves Chapman with many questions. What river level models was the RFC using because
they failed to be even remotely close to the epic scale of what unfolded? Why, based on the wealth of
forecast data available showing that a significant event was in the o�ing, did those models not show the
potential for serious flooding? Why did Environment and Climate Change Canada only issue its first
significant warning about the atmospheric river on November 13, when its counterparts in the US Pacific
Northwest had by then issued multiple advisories and warnings dating back as early as November 8? 

On November 13, Environment and Climate Change Canada issued a specific

warning about the incoming atmospheric river.
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All of this, Chapman says, cries out for “an external audit or investigation with external reviewers not tied
to the BC government” to examine the information before key provincial agencies in the days leading up
to the heavy rains and the actions taken by various professional sta� during the unfolding disaster. And a
particular focus of that investigation should be the models being used by the RFC to gauge flood risk,
models that grossly underestimated the severity of what was coming. 

“The quantitative flood forecast tools the RFC is using appear to be wrong and their use needs to be
curtailed until an audit and an external professional review is completed,” Chapman said. “Most of the
sta� of the River Forecast Centre are professionals registered with Engineers and Geoscientists BC. I donʼt
think it is out of line to request Engineers and Geoscientists BC to investigate.” 

You’re on your own? 

On six di�erent occasions at a press conference on Monday, November 15, as the scale of the floodʼs
devastation was setting in, Public Safety Minister Mike Farnworth pointed his finger elsewhere when
reporters asked where the provincial government had been as rivers overtopped their banks, rain-
saturated mountain slopes gave way, highways became impassable, homes and farms were destroyed,
and the first runs on grocery stores and gas stations began. 

“Every community is required to have a local emergency plan and deal with local emergency events
(https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/bc-flooding-analysis-farnworth-local-1.6250193),”
Farnworth asserted. 

Farnworth was either not asked or did not volunteer that the provincial government does, indeed, play a
critical role at such times. Chapman, who listened closely to Farnworthʼs comments, said he was troubled
by what he heard. 

“He said emergency response is done at the local level, which is untrue. Itʼs misleading. In my view, it
seems to reflect a lack of knowledge as to how his ministry operates,” Chapman said. 

For more than two decades, Chapman says, the RFC has been tasked with providing “critical early
forecast information” to Emergency Management BC, which is housed in Farnworthʼs ministry. EMBC
“then has a responsibility to communicate emergency risk to the communities.” 

“And then,” Chapman adds, “EMBC is also tasked with providing communities with access to materials,
sta� and equipment that is needed at the local level to respond to emergencies. In terms of floods, that
has typically been sandbag material, machinery like excavators to remove debris or carry material such
as rock to shore up eroding banks or dikes.” 

Another key action that EMBC performs upon being notified by the RFC of a pending flood is to establish a
Provincial Regional Emergency Operations Centre (PREO) and regional Emergency Operations Centres
(EOC) where they are needed. The PREOC and EOC then coordinate e�orts across government and with
local communities so that they can be as e�ective as possible in their responses, Chapman says. 

Imagine, he says, that early warnings had been issued proactively on Thursday, November 11 by the RFC.
Imagine that EMBC had become engaged immediately and started the critical work of assisting
vulnerable communities to get their emergency response in place and to be prepared for what was
coming. As one example, that would have given farmers a lot of time to get their cows out of harmʼs way
(https://www.timescolonist.com/highlights/bc-farms-take-in-rescued-cows-as-milk-supply-chain-cut-o�-
4769938), sparing them the heart-wrenching losses played out over and over again in the Sumas Prairie
area. 

The PREOC and EOCs also provide vulnerable communities with access to sta� from key provincial
ministries. In the case of what unfolded in the Fraser valley where so much devastation occurred, this
would include sta� from the provincial ministries of health, agriculture, transportation and highways,

Chapman was troubled by what he heard. 
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public safety and others. “All of the critical ministries that have a role in emergency and flood response
are supposed to be engaged at the PREOC level,” Chapman said. 

All of this, Chapman emphasized, is made possible by early warnings of an imminent disaster; warnings
that come from the provincial government. 

Underscoring the importance of the provincial governmentʼs role in emergency response, the Union of BC
Municipalities, which provides a common voice for local governments, has passed numerous resolutions
calling on the province to provide physical and human resources to support emergency response e�orts.
At least nine such resolutions have been passed since 2013. 

In addition, at the UBCMʼs most recent annual convention, a resolution was endorsed calling on the
UBCM executive to lobby the BC government to provide “accurate and more timely community-based
information” that could be shared with local governments and their residents “during declared local and
provincial states of emergency.” 

Waving the flag early 

Chapman says the contrast between what happened in Washington State and what happened in BC in the
days leading up to the floods is stark. 

In Washington, the first general warning was issued by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) on November 8. In BC, the first such warning was five days later. 

NOAA issued its first flood watch warning on Wednesday, November 10. BC issued its first on Sunday,
November 14. 

NOAA then issued the highest-level flood warnings on multiple rivers beginning on Thursday, November
11. The first such warning in BC was three days later. 

“In my view, the RFC was two to three days late issuing flood watches and flood warnings. The weather
forecast data available as of noon Thursday, November 11 clearly showed potentially record amounts of
rainfall in the eastern Fraser valley and Fraser canyon, and pushing east of the Coast mountains into
Merritt and Princeton headwaters. The delay in warnings until Saturday and Sunday from the RFC created
many problems, including public safety and infrastructure risk,” Chapman says. 

During Chapmanʼs time at the RFC, a total of five people worked for the agency including himself, with a
supervisor who had responsibility for another department bringing the total complement of sta� to 5.5.
Eleven years later, that sta�ing level remains unchanged. The situation is far di�erent in neighbouring
Alberta and Washington and Oregon states. 

In 2010, those discrepancies were noted in a report penned by Jim Mattison
(https://www.policynote.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/MattisonReportNov2010.pdf), a former senior-
ranking provincial government employee turned consultant. For years, Mattison had been BCʼs top water
o�icial. As water comptroller for the province, he had intimate knowledge of the workings of the River
Forecast Centre and other water-focused departments within the provincial Environment Ministry (the
RFC was subsequently transferred to the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and
Rural Development). 

Mattisonʼs report noted that Alberta, with a landmass almost 300,000 square kilometres smaller than BC,
had 24 people working at its river forecast centre. In the US Pacific Northwest region, with a landmass
200,000 square kilometres smaller than BC, the corresponding employment level was 16 sta�. 

Mattison was clear about what he felt was needed. 

The first such warning in BC was three days later. 
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“The number of working forecasters in the RFC needs to be increased from the current 2 to at least 6 and
preferably more,” Mattison wrote. “The forecasters need to be supported by at least 3 more sta� with
complementary skills in river forecast technology, meteorology, engineering and computer disciplines.”

Mattisonʼs sta�ing recommendations would bring the total complement of sta� in the River Forecast
Centre to at least 12, which he said is “the bare minimum needed to meet the criteria of adequate and
timely forecasts in a time of changing climate and rapid growth.” 

On the issue of the RFCʼs forecast models, Mattisonʼs report was particularly critical. In an observation
that provides some much-needed context to the claims made to the Globe and Mail that the RFCʼs models
werenʼt showing much to be alarmed about, Mattison said: 

“On some rivers, models have been set up by the [RFC] but because of the short response times of the
basins during rainfall flood events, limited input data available and the uncertainties in the rainfall
forecasts, the models are limited in their ability to provide accurate flow forecasts. They are therefore
used to provide assessments for internal use rather than specific forecasts of flows and river levels for
public dissemination.” 

In other words, they might have some limited use in-house when disasters werenʼt imminent, but would
be of little or no use at all as the mother of all storms approached. 

We’ve been here before 

When the Nooksack river in northern Washington State overtopped its banks and its floodwaters began to
spill north toward the international border on November 13, it amplified problems in the Sumas Prairie
area near Abbotsford. 

In the following days, mayhem ruled as local residents tried to save their farming operations, the City of
Abbotsford issued an evacuation order for the Sumas Prairie region, and the city o�icials confronted the
dangerous prospect of its Barrowtown pumping station (https://theprovince.com/opinion/letters-to-the-
province-nov-24-2021-thank-you-to-everyone-who-saved-barrowtown-pump-station) being knocked out
of commission, which would only make the severity of the flooding worse. 

Thirteen years earlier, Chapman was heading the RFC when it looked like the Nooksack would overtop
and send water Abbotsfordʼs way, a not unusual event. Work emails that he saved from that time o�er a
glimpse into what proactive action looks like. 

At 11:11 a.m. on January 6, 2009, he emailed Cam Filmer, director of the then Provincial Emergency
Program (PEP) to say that a “flood advisory” from NOAA was in e�ect for the Nooksack and that it had not
yet elevated the risk to a flood watch but might. 

He ended the email by asking Filmer whether PEP would be “activating a higher level” of warning or
would wait. 

It took Filmer six minutes to reply. Filmer said PEP was “activating to a higher level” and that “full inter-
agency/local government conference calls” would happen that same day. 

The next day at 7:50 in the morning, Chapman notified a slew of senior o�icials including Glen Davidson,
BCʼs top water o�icial and water comptroller, Neil Peters, head of the Ministry of Environmentʼs flood
control section and inspector of dikes, Cam Filmer and others “that the Nooksack River at Cedarville went
to flood stage overnight” and that it was “rising quickly.” 

“There has been record rainfall recorded in the Cascades, and the Northwest River Forecast Center
(https://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/rfc/) in Portland is forecasting record flood peaks in some areas in northern
Washington. There may be implications for flooding into BC from the Nooksack today and tomorrow,”
Chapman warned. 

Because of Filmerʼs rapid response to the earlier lower-level warning, emergency coordination between
PEP and the City of Abbotsford was already underway and a City of Abbotsford o�icial was enroute to
Everson, Washington to monitor the riverʼs climbing water levels in person. 

By 12:49 p.m. that same day, Neil Peters requested $5,000 through PEP so that a rapid hydraulic modeling
assessment could be done of the Nooksackʼs potential overflow. This would assist emergency planners in
figuring out who might be most in harmʼs way. It would later be estimated that it would take
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approximately 20 hours for the Nooksack water to reach the Sumas Prairie area. 

A little less than an hour later, Peters emailed the list to say that “updated information” he had received
from o�icials working for Whatcom Countyʼs river and flood division in Washington State was that the
Nooksackʼs overflow was likely to be minimal. Nevertheless, Peters preached caution. This was no time to
relax. 

“Water levels can also increase due to channel changes at the overflow sites during the flood event.
Hence it is important to continue to monitor the situation until the river levels have subsided,” Peters
said. 

Over the few days, City of Abbotsford o�icials and Ministry of Environment o�icials would both travel to
the border area to keep a watchful eye on incoming water. It was going to be a close call.

On January 8 at 10:40 a.m., Art Kastelein, the City of Abbotsfordʼs manager of drainage and special
projects, reported that water was at the underside of the Boundary bridge over the Sumas River. Water
was also flowing over the road about 800 metres west of the bridge to a depth of 100 mm where it
covered a stretch of road 100 metres long. 

But the flooding never got much worse. 

Shortly a�er Kasteleinʼs email, Peters sent an email providing updated information from Whatcom
County. The Nooksackʼs levels were starting to drop and while overflow into BC was occurring it was
anticipated to stop soon. 

“By then,” Chapman says, “Neil was driving out to the border and overflow area to assess conditions
himself. Neil subsequently reported by phone shortly a�er that the Nooksack overflow into BC had
stopped.” 

All of this happened, Chapman says, in response to what turned out to be a minor overflow into BC. And
thatʼs the key point. A threat was there. It didnʼt go unnoticed. It was treated seriously from the start. The
provincial government stepped in to assist the vulnerable community of Abbotsford. City and provincial
o�icials alike actually put boots on the ground to assess the risk. And they were ready to act together in
the event that things got bad. 

If actions like that happened this time out, both Emergency Management BC and the River Forecast
Centre arenʼt saying. EMBC declined to answer questions filed on November 19 about information it may
have received from the RFC and whether the RFC forewarned it on one or more occasions about what lay
ahead. It also would not answer questions about when it may have set up its first provincial regional
emergency operations centre. 

The RFC, meanwhile, declined to answer questions filed with it the same day. Questions included why it
issued warnings so much later than its US counterpart, what it may have done with information available
from its US counterpart, and when it alerted EMBC about severe flooding risks in the Abbotsford, Merritt,
Princeton and other areas. 

In the face of silence, the flood of questions is certain to grow.

Topics: Environment, resources & sustainability (https://www.policynote.ca/topics/environment-
resources-sustainability/)

In the following days, mayhem ruled as local residents tried to save their farming

operations.

https://www.policynote.ca/topics/environment-resources-sustainability/
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The CCPA-BC is located on unceded Coast Salish territory, including the lands belonging to the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh
(Squamish) and səl̓ílwətaʔɬ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.
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MAY 27, 2011

About Fracking Time: BC’s Independent

MLAs Call on Premier to Investigate

Hydraulic Fracturing

(https://www.policynote.ca/about-

fracking-time-bcs-independent-mlas-

call-on-premier-to-investigate-

hydraulic-fracturing/)

 
JUN 2, 2011

Oil and our coast – surely southern B.C.

as important as The Great Bear

(https://www.policynote.ca/oil-and-bcs-

coast-surely-southern-b-c-as-

important-as-the-great-bear/)
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